
Hi, Don Yocham here, the executive director of the National Institute for Cannabis
Investors.

When it comes to investing, I used to think I’d seen it all.

After all, I started investment management over 23 year ago.

I’ve become an expert on just about every kind of publicly traded
security – futures… options… blue-chip stocks…

You name it… I’ve helped people make money on it.

I’ve designed a successful algorithm for risk-management and
made lucrative cryptocurrency recommendations for folks over
the years.

But I’ve got to tell you…

This market is on fire.

Little-known companies are raking in unprecedented profits.
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And folks like you could stand to make an absolute fortune.

Just look at what’s happening with Isodiol International – a provider of high-quality CBD
and hemp products.

If you had invested in this company in July and August of 2018, you could have watched
your holdings soar as much as 1,185.7% in just 34 days.

And CBD company CV Sciences has done even better…

With a stunning 1,683% windfall for investors between March and August of last
year.
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And this is just the beginning…

A landmark event is already triggering a massive surge in sales – and could drive the
market up by an estimated 3,622% over the next 12–36 months.

Investors who position themselves now could make an absolute killing.

Analysts believe the CBD market alone could grow more than 15 times faster than the
cannabis industry as a whole in the coming year.

That’s amazing… considering that just a few years ago, almost no one knew what CBD
was.

And people that had heard of it avoided it – because they assumed it makes you “high.”

It doesn’t, of course.

It won’t make you any higher than a Tic Tac, but many folks steered clear of it just the
same.

Until recently, that is…

You see, the people using CBD began to notice something incredible…

Epileptic seizures were drastically reduced – or even eliminated. A child named
Charlotte went from 300 grand mal seizures a week – to just two or three seizures a
month!

Aching, inflamed joints became less painful and easier to use.

The behavioral problems associated with autism – such as restlessness, agitation,
and rage attacks – improved by as much as 71%.

Difficult to treat, chronic pain lessened dramatically.

And anxiety and depression decreased – leaving folks with a sense of calm.

People were thrilled with their results. And they began to talk about it…
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They told their co-workers… their neighbors… and basically anyone who’d listen that
CBD helped relieve their worst health problems – and vastly improved the quality of their
lives.

Just look at what a few of our subscribers had to say…

Naturally, word began to spread.

“Two doctors told me that I needed a knee replacement. I opted for
CBD instead. It took about 3 months of applying the lotion nightly to
relieve the pain, but I am happen to say I am now completely pain

free!”

Shelia S.

“I have been dealing with severe pain for years. Then I decided to try
CBD. After I found a concentrated quality CBD product, the pain has

been greatly reduced! Some days there is none! CBD is a miracle
drug. If you have chronic pain...from almost anything...try it. You will
be amazed. There is NO reason anyone has to be in pain, anymore.”

Charlie A.

“After my niece had a seizure, and was diagnosed with a debilitating
disease, doctors recommended all sorts of medication that came with
some serious side effects. She instead called me and I directed her to
CBD. I’m happy to say that my niece has been on it for a year now and

has had no seizures to this day.”

Michael G.
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Think about this...

Popular drug store chain CVS recently announced a rollout of CBD-infused products in
800 of its stores in eight states across the country – including sprays, roll-ons, creams,
and salves.

This offers its customers an alternative source of pain relief – and puts the amazing
benefits of CBD within the reach of average Americans.

And CVS isn’t the only retailer to jump on the CBD bandwagon…

Walmart has begun selling CBD supplements on its website – and is moving toward
stocking it in stores.

Nieman Marcus has launched a line of high-end CBD beauty products – featuring
lotions, balms, soaps, serums, and masks that tap into CBD’s ability to help reduce
redness, irritation, and acne.

Walgreens is planning to offer CBD products – including creams, patches, and
sprays – in nearly 1,500 stores in select states.

Shoe retailer DSW offers a line of CBD products – including body lotions, foot
creams, and muscle balms that help soothe away aches and pains. When the line
first launched, almost three-quarters of the stock sold out in just 10 weeks!

The Bartell drug store chain stocks five brands of CBD products – selling
supplements and creams in at least 40 of their locations.

Check out some of the big name players throwing their hats in the CBD ring…

Soft drink giant Coca-Cola recently met with Aurora Cannabis to explore the
possibility of developing a line of CBD-infused beverages.

Lifestyle expert and culinary queen Martha Stewart announced her partnership with
cannabis company Canopy Growth. They’re creating a new line of hemp-derived
CBD products – starting with calming, pain-relieving products for pets.

Anheuser-Busch is partnering with Tilray – a Canadian cannabis company – to
research the possibility of infusing non-alcoholic beverages with CBD.
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Sträva Craft Coffee added full-spectrum CBD to its specialty blend. And maybe
you’ve heard about Willie’s Remedy – music legend Willie Nelson’s CBD-infused
coffee beans. This coffee/CBD combo delivers both calm and focus with every sip.

California-based Sprig has introduced a line of CBD sodas that are currently sold in
nine states. The sodas are also available online and are shipped nationwide.

I’m not just talking about having a few extra dollars to pad out the “rainy day” fund. I’m
talking about the kind of money that has the potential to pay off your mortgage, pay down
your student loans, get rid of your clunky car, or even take your entire family on a
vacation. You name it.

I firmly believe that this niche sector of the cannabis market could be your ticket to the
life you’ve always wanted.

Think about it: Head into your local pharmacy, beauty store, or grocery store. I’m betting
that you’ll be able to easily find a CBD product inside.

The applications for CBD are endless…

Blemish creams, sleeping masks, shampoos, hair conditioners, eye serums, anti-acne
lotions, mascaras, massage oils, soaps, lip balms, bath bombs, anti-wrinkle serums,
muscle rubs, moisturizers, face lotions, body creams, and more.

New product applications are being added practically every day.

And consumer demand is going through the roof.
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This truly is an opportunity of a lifetime...

A chance to lock in a ground-floor opportunity in a brand-new industry – and capture
windfalls across the entire CBD ecosystem.

On December 20, 2018, President Trump signed H.R.2, otherwise known as the Farm
Bill…

When the ink dried, it officially removed hemp and CBD from the Controlled Substances
Act… allowing legal cultivation of commercial hemp across the United States.

More importantly, it means that CBD companies can now LEGALLY…

Grow hemp and insure it against crop losses…

Ship their raw materials and finished products across state lines…

And sell their CBD products in any store across the country.

What’s more, local and national retail chains now have complete freedom to sell CBD
products – without fear of violating federal law.

Mass retailers (such as DSW and Nieman Marcus), ingredient-makers, and health-care
companies are scrambling for their piece of the CBD pie.

And so are Canadian cannabis heavy hitters like Canopy Growth and Aurora Cannabis.

Previously locked out of the massive U.S. market by our federal marijuana laws, they’re
adding lines of CBD products to legally tap into the enormous profit potential of this niche
sector.

As a result of the Farm Bill, analysts predict sales in the hemp CBD market will
skyrocket to $22 billion by 2022…
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That’s an increase of 3,622% in less than three years!

For investors, this is creating an unprecedented wave of profit opportunities.

As the CBD market expands at breakneck pace… dozens of tiny companies could see
double-, triple-, or even quadruple-digit growth over the next 12 months alone.

I’ve been keeping close track of the movers and shakers in the CBD market for a few
years now.

And today, I want to tell you about two breakout companies that have the potential to turn
even a small investment into once-in-a-lifetime gains.

This small company offers a variety of health-improving oils, capsules, creams, and
balms that contain full-spectrum CBD.

But that’s not the only thing that makes this company really stand out from the pack…
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First, it cultivates its own proprietary, non-GMO hemp crop.

By growing its own high-quality hemp using family farms in Oregon, Colorado, and
Kentucky, this company has better control over the quality and predictability of its
cost of goods sold.

This improves its gross margins, which is great news for investors.

But check this out…

This company’s harvest in 2018 was off the charts.

It exceeded expectations by a mile – producing a staggering 675,000 pounds of
quality hemp.

That’s more than 10 times the amount of hemp it harvested the year before.

Then, you have to factor in that its CBD products are available in more than 3,000
stores nationwide.

That’s an increase of more than 50% in 2017.

These stores are primarily health stores and head shops, which sell cannabis and
tobacco paraphernalia, but the Farm Bill is opening new doors for this company…

It’s been able to secure shelf space in 40 Bartell drug stores – and intends to make
its products available in grocery and drug stores throughout the country and
across the globe.

Next, its commitment to research and development is as strong as ever.

The new products in development contain more precise formulations that are
tailored to increasing bioavailability and providing more exact dosing.

But here’s what’s really exciting…

These new formulations will also be created to treat specific symptoms – and give
customers more effective, targeted relief for their health problems.

What’s more, the company is researching ways to expand its CBD line – by
incorporating its full-spectrum CBD into beverages, animal nutrition, and other
wellness-related products.

Plus, it’s swimming in cash.

As of September 30, 2018, revenue was up nearly 60% over the previous year…
and it had over $58 million in cash sitting in its bank account.
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Better yet…

Remember, the Farm Bill has taken away the stigma and legal issues surrounding selling
CBD products.

And major retailers like CVS, Walmart, Target, Sears, and even high-end department
stores like Nordstrom and Nieman Marcus have been paying attention. They see the
growing popularity of CBD. And they smell the profits that can be made.

This company – with its line of full-spectrum CBD products… “field to final product”
quality control… and impressive e-commerce and traditional sales platform – could
attract those retailers like honey attracts flies.

Even if it captures as little as 15% of the surging CBD market… which is essentially a no-
brainer…

Its revenues could skyrocket as much as $3.3 billion this year.

Fact is, investors who take advantage of this rare market anomaly now could make more
money than they know what to do with.
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But, before we move on, let me turn to our second company.

It offers a wide variety of full-spectrum CBD products.

Oils, capsules, lip balms, lotions, dog treats – you name it.

Plus, it’s developed an innovative water-soluble CBD product that can be added to
beverages – and a premium CBD oil that boosts both absorbency and effectiveness.

The company ensures the highest quality and purity possible by…

Using only premium, organic hemp that’s been grown and processed in Colorado
and on specially chosen family farms throughout Northern Europe…

Separating the CBD from the hemp with a non-toxic, extremely efficient method
called CO2 extraction – which produces a highly potent, pure, full-spectrum product
loaded with health benefits… 

And putting every product through rigorous tests for potency, microbiological
contamination, heavy metals, and pesticides.

These premium CBD products are then distributed in 40 countries throughout North and
South America, Europe, Asia, and the Pacific region – countries like the United States,
Australia, Puerto Rico, Brazil, and Japan, to name a few...

Meaning this tiny company has the global footprint it needs to be the next multibillion-
dollar global CBD brand.

Of course, this company is still a small micro-cap. It only trades for around $3.

However, if it grows at the same pace as the CBD market is expected to – and I don’t
see any reason why it shouldn’t…

It could easily see its sales increase to $1.2 billion over the next 12 months!

And that could send its stock soaring to $10 or $15 a share – or even more!

Even if my most conservative prediction is correct, the stock price could triple during that
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time frame…

Meaning you could turn a modest $5,000 investment into more than $15,000 in a matter
of months.

Of course, I would never tell you to bet the farm or your life savings on any stock in the
hopes of it skyrocketing. This market is volatile, and investing always involves risk of
loss.

But this time-sensitive opportunity is one you don’t want to miss!

Mark my words: You will want to act now.

Tilray is one example that comes to mind. This Canadian marijuana grower researches,
cultivates, and produces medical cannabis and cannabinoids – including CBD, THC, and
hybrid extracts.

It was the first U.S. cannabis IPO – opening on Nasdaq at $23.05 a share.

Then, it shot up like a rocket – to $233.58 – in just two months…

For a 913% gain.
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If you had bought shares on IPO day…

A $5,000 stake in Tilray could have made you $45,650 richer in just 60 days.

And look at MariMed Inc.

This innovative organization offers services to support the design, development, and
operation of medical cannabis dispensaries and cultivation facilities.

If you had gotten in early with this company, you could have seen windfalls of 1,760%...
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And turned a modest investment of $5,000 into $88,000.

Canopy Growth is another example. This “world’s largest cannabis producer” has been
on a real winning streak…

Delivering eye-popping gains of 3,813% to its early investors.

If you had jumped on board in time, you could have transformed a $5,000 stake into a
stunning $190,650.

But those gains are nothing compared to what Cannabix Technologies has delivered.

This Vancouver-based company is carving out a market niche for itself by meeting an
urgent need…
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Developing tools that help law enforcement detect psychoactive THC in people's breath.

And it’s making early investors richer than Midas.

Shares have rocketed 5,826%.

If you had invested as little as $5,000, you’d have an extra $286,800 sitting in your bank
account.

You can see how early investors have made millions. They’re hanging out on their yachts
right now, sipping Mai Tais, and working on their tans – because they got in early.

Now, these are rare and extraordinary examples.

But there’s no doubt in my mind that the companies we’re sharing with you today have
the power follow in their footsteps.

This market is just starting to heat up… and average folks who get in now could see
millionaire-making windfalls unlike anything else in history.

That’s why I would like to rush you our complete CBD Investing Guide.

This comprehensive guide gives you COMPLETE details on the two CBD opportunities I
just told you about… the ones I expect to see exploding right away.

I’ll tell you all about these companies’ management teams… stock projections… revenue
forecasts… and their incredible business models.

You’ll get everything you need to capitalize on this potentially life-changing opportunity –
and rake in what could be the largest windfalls you’ve ever seen.
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And that’s just the beginning.

I’m also going to show you how massive the CBD
market could be – and give you a full rundown of the
sector.

Plus, you’ll get a look at some future opportunities you
can cash in on as well.

This CBD Investing Guide is normally reserved for
members of the National Institute for Cannabis
Investors.

It’s valued at $199, but today I’d like to send it to you for
FREE.

Because you’re a reader of Cannabis Profits Daily, I’d
like to give you first dibs on the kind of potential returns
you can only see from the cannabis market.

All I ask is this…

The Cannabis Investor’s Report is a labor of love for me.

I believe the cannabis market is the fastest-growing – and potentially most profitable –
investment opportunity in history.

It’s a chance for average folks – just like you and me – to see the kind of rare and
exceptional returns typically reserved for Wall Street’s elite traders.

But let me be clear about something.

That doesn’t mean you can go blindly investing in this sector.

Companies are constantly coming out of the woodwork to try to cash in on this industry’s
early success, peddling false information and promises they cannot keep.

Fact is, unless you’re a market insider, you simply don’t have access to the information
you need to separate the sketchy cannabis companies from the potentially profitable
ones.

That’s why I created the Cannabis Investor’s Report.
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We did the research for you.

We laid the groundwork for you.

And we can show you which companies have the greatest potential of delivering life-
altering wealth.

We’ve assembled the most successful cannabis CEOs, investors, and politically
connected players in modern history…

Danny Brody – One of the world’s foremost authorities on the cannabis market
who has taken two cannabis firms public – generating more than $2.2 billion in new
wealth for investors. (One of them was the largest cannabis IPO in history.) He
currently serves as the VP of The Green Organic Dutchman.

John Vardaman – The former senior lawyer with the Department of Justice who
served under both Presidents Bush and Obama and helped draft the Cole Memo –
which protects marijuana-legal states from federal scrutiny.

Dr. Avtar Dhillon – The chairman of the Canada Cannabis Association and former
CEO of Inovio Pharmaceuticals who has more than 20 years of experience in
building public companies through mergers and acquisitions.

Jenn Larry – The president of CBD Strategy Group – a communications, brand
development, and design firm built for the cannabis industry.

Dr. Michael Dor – A graduate of Tel Aviv University and Harvard who now serves
as the senior advisor on cannabis research for the Israeli Ministry of Health.
Tom Gentile – A cannabis trading expert with more than 25 years pf experience.
Since 2009, Tom has taught more than 300,000 traders the specific secrets of
spotting high-probability and low-risk trade opportunities, and now he is going to use
his years of options experience to bring the same explosive moneymaking power to
the cannabis industry.

Michael Robinson – A leading Silicon Valley venture capital expert who has served
on the board of one major VC firm and advised 12 tech startups. Along with venture
capital, his specialty is cannabis-technology investing. 

Ernie Tremblay – One of America’s leading biotech investment experts – with more
than 25 years of experience following and analyzing the latest developments in
health, medicine, and related technologies. For the last five years, he’s devoted
countless hours and research to studying the curative properties of cannabis.
D.R. Barton, Jr. – A technical trading expert and one of the most widely read
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financial coaches in the world with more than 30 years of experience under his belt.

The best part is…

Every time there’s an opportunity to make big money in this industry, you’ll hear about it
first – before the rest of the world gets clued in.

The information we’re sending to you in that CBD Investing Guide is an example of the
“behind-the-scenes” knowledge you’ll be receiving from our advisors and team of
experts.

This is the kind of information you need to hit the ground running… to make a potential
killing in the CBD market.

But that special guide is not the only thing I’m giving you today.

When you subscribe for this trial membership to the Cannabis Investor’s Report…

You’ll also get three Cannabis Investment Reports loaded with information that
could be worth millions to you.

Each one of these reports focuses on an investment opportunity with the potential to
make you very rich…

Special Report #1: The Innovator: A Simple Solution for a Big Dollar Problem

When this cannabis tech company came up with a simple solution to a big problem,
its sales skyrocketed – triggering 30-fold growth in just four years...

Considering this is a multibillion-dollar market, this company is still tiny. So there’s
still time for you to cash in on potentially huge gains. We’ll show you how.

Special Report #2: Cannabis’s First Household Name Could Make You a
Fortune

Brands are the future of cannabis. And the company targeted in this report has
found a unique way to build its brand without traditional advertising (which isn’t an
option for cannabis products).

It’s worked so well… sales have multiplied 19-fold in the past two years. As this
company continues to build brand recognition, we expect both its revenues and its
stock price to substantially increase – delivering possibly huge windfalls to
investors.
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Special Report #3: The #1 Cannabis Startup to Target
Today

Angel investing in privately held startups is highly
speculative. But it could also be highly lucrative. A small
investment in the right startup could earn you a fortune. In
this special report, we’ll show you all the ins and outs of
angel investing in cannabis startups. Plus, we’ll give you the
details of a unique opportunity already locked and loaded for
you.

But this is only the beginning…

It could contain details on a firm with a
breakthrough CBD treatment... a new
cannabis-tech play… or an emerging
billion-dollar brand.

It’ll be a different opportunity every month.
But here’s what you can count on…

Every cannabis stock we’ll bring you has
the potential to deliver up to a 1,000%
windfall.

As a Cannabis Investor’s Report
member, you’ll receive all our research and analysis – PLUS, a
Video Investor Presentation to guide you through every chart, all
the financials, and our projections for future returns.

You’ll have everything you need to help you make a wise
investment decision.

And if you choose to invest, you just have to follow our streamlined set of instructions.

We’ll be by your side as each opportunity develops…

Our proprietary Portfolio Tracker displays all of our stock picks – including the two
rock-star CBD companies I mentioned earlier – and makes it easy for you to monitor
their growth.

Our Weekly Progress Reports will cover every new development, merger and
acquisition.
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Our Real-Time Profit Alerts will notify you when it’s time to
cash out of any of our cannabis plays.

Plus, every quarter we’ll mail you a comprehensive State of the
Cannabis Industry Dossier. It will give you a complete forecast
for each segment of the industry.

Our board members and experts are very active
in this network.

They spend hour after hour spilling all their best
secrets.

Even better…

They’re enlisting the industry’s sharpest CEOs
and executives to conduct Virtual Business
Pitches just for our members.

They’ll explain why you should consider investing in their companies.

In fact, we have 11 business pitches waiting for you right now.

You’ll also be able to network with your fellow members…

You can create your own forums to share your biggest
wins and investment tips.

With the click of a few buttons, you can start your own
local chapter of the National Institute for Cannabis
Investors network.

You’ll also be able to participate in our Monthly
Boardroom Meetings, where the industry’s top experts
exchange business ideas and present new opportunities.

If you have any questions for them, you can submit them live, and they’ll answer the
most popular ones.
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To make this accessible to everyone, we’ve created a five-
part group video training series.

It shows you everything you need to know about this
exciting new industry...

Including step-by-step instructions for buying your first
cannabis stock.

That way you can take advantage of each and every
recommendation.

Even if you’ve never made an investment in your life.

Every year, you will be able to meet face-to-face with some
of the biggest names in cannabis.

You’ll shake hands with the CEOs of the companies driving
this green gold rush.

You’ll get to meet executives at the most promising
startups.

You’ll have a front-row seat as key players present their latest developments.

And you can network with your fellow members at the kickoff cocktail party.

It’s going to be a blast.

And you can even bring a friend or spouse along with you.

Let’s do a quick recap.

When you accept this invitation to become a Cannabis Investor’s Reportmember, you’ll
receive…
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CBD Investing Guide – Your in-depth dossier about those two CBD stock
recommendations I told you about – along with everything you need to know to
jump on board with this amazing moneymaking opportunity and realize what could
be the biggest gains of your investing life…

12 Cannabis Investment Packages – one per month – containing our research
and analysis on stocks that have the potential to deliver up to a 1,000% windfall…

Access to our Portfolio Tracker… Weekly Progress Reports… Real-Time Profit
Alerts… and the quarterly State of the Cannabis Industry Dossier…

The ability to create your own forums…

An invitation to our exclusive Cannabis Investor’s Annual Retreat…

And access to our five-part group video training series for cannabis investing.

Plus, you get the three FREE special reports I mentioned earlier – each one containing
a cannabis-investing opportunity that has the potential to deliver life-changing windfalls.

But that’s not all. You also get a surprise bonus…

The CBD issue of the Cannabis Investor’s Report… absolutely FREE.

This report takes you behind the scenes in the CBD industry. You’ll discover…

The NYC Health Department’s bizarre attack on CBD – and
why this attempted “ban” is expected to do nothing to stop
CBD from what can be massive, potentially millionaire-
making growth.

The amazing effects of CBD on patients with epileptic
seizures, autism, and chronic pain – and the little girl’s
health “miracle” that inspired the creation of the largest
brand of CBD in the U.S.

The leading Canadian-based cannabis company’s eye-
popping investment in the U.S. hemp industry – and three
reasons why this may trigger a “buy now” signal for this
company’s stock.

How high I expect CBD sales to go in 2019 – and why I believe CBD could be on
track to disrupt the multibillion-dollar pharmaceutical industry.

And much more!
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This venture is the first of its kind.

No one else is delivering in-depth research and analysis on what could be today’s most
profitable cannabis and CBD stocks…

Straight from the most successful cannabis executives in the industry…

To regular folks like you.

Most people would pay $1,000 or more for that kind of information – and gladly. After all,
it could make them rich beyond their wildest dreams.

But we aren’t going to charge you $1,000.

You’re not even going to pay 1/10 of that.

Through this special offer, you can become a Cannabis Investor’s Report member and
receive…

One-Year Membership to Cannabis Investor’s
Report

$599 value

CBD Investing Guide $199 value

Special CBD issue of the Cannabis Investor’s
Report

$29 value

Special Report #1: The Innovator: A Simple
Solution for a Big Dollar Problem

$29 value

Special Report #2: Cannabis’s First Household
Name Could Make You a Fortune

$29 value

Special Report #3: Angel Deals: The #1
Cannabis Startup to Target Today

$29 value

TOTAL VALUE $914

For only $39 per year.

What’s more…

We have eliminated ALL risk of becoming a Cannabis Investor’s Reportmember by
offering not one… but TWO 100% Money-Back, Satisfaction Guarantees…

100% Money-Back Guarantee #1:
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Go ahead and test drive every feature of your Cannabis Investor’s Report
membership for the next 60 days.

Examine the research and analysis we provide in your monthly Cannabis
Investment Packages. Connect with other members in the forums. Take the group
training videos for a spin.

If you aren’t blown away by the non-stop stream of opportunities, then simply
contact our VIP Concierge Service team, and we’ll instantly refund your full
membership.

100% Money-Back Guarantee #2:

At least five of the opportunities we present will give you the chance at up to
3,622% returns over the next 12 months, or you can contact our team, and they’ll
refund every penny.

Fact is…

We’ve never seen an opportunity like the one today with CBD and cannabis.

That’s why you simply can’t let this pass you by.

It could be your only chance to lock in a ground-floor opportunity in a brand-new market
– one that’s expected to explode to $22 billion within the next year or so.

This is every investor’s dream – and yours for the taking.

All it takes is one small payment of $39 a year.

All you have to do is complete the short subscription form below.

Or if you prefer, you can call our VIP ConciergeSservice at 866.260.0361 or
410.777.8270 (international) between 8 a.m. and 7 p.m. (Eastern Time) Monday through
Friday.
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Don Yocham
Executive Director, National Institute for Cannabis Investors
April 2020

Billing Terms & Refund Policy: When you purchase a one-year membership to
Cannabis Investor’s Report, you will automatically be charged $39 (the lowest rate
available) each year for as long as you choose to remain a member. You’ll receive all the
benefits listed above including our 60-day Money-Back Guarantee. Refunds after the 60-
day trial period will be prorated. You can cancel at any time.
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